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Glossary

There are two zone visibility levels which are public level (known as public zone) and private one (known as
private zone). To understand visibility level concept, here there are some definitions.
Visitor: an Internet user without a permit access to a private zone
User: a person that holds permission to visualise postings only. Administrator is the only one that can grant this
access.
Super User: a person that holds an especial permission to visualise and add postings as well. Administrator is the
only one that can grant this access.
Administrator: a person that manage a private zone that can answer questions about how exchange works and
assist visitors, users and super users.
Visibility level of a zone: it is about who is can visualize your postings.
Private zone: this zone is accessible to users and super users only
On the above figure private zone is represented by a safe.
The postings displayed on the private zone are visible on the public zone but the detailed information is not
available
The private zone is useful for:
 Restrict access to trusted partner for sensitive materials
 Enabled surplus disposal according sustainable sourcing policies
 Get concluded deals that minimize transportation distance and greenhouse gas emission by grouping
companies in the same area.
A posting can be transferred from your private zone to Second Cycle public zone. This transfer will provide more
visibility for this posting.
Private zone: On the above figure private zone is represented by a padlock;
This zone is accessible:
All visitors
Users and supers users
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This zone is visible on www.secondcycle.net
The user control is own security and the visible data for his postings
This provides to the user a full control to publish his information with the selected confidentiality level:
 He can make visible his contact information;
 Or he can be anonymous and get contacted with a secure form.
 Upon the trust is establish between 2 users, the poster might provide his identity at the moment to get
transaction completed
 The public zone allows you to find contact outside of your private zone.
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Welcome Page
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1. Tool bar :
This tool bar provide acces to Second Cycle fonctionalities
2. Search tools :
Simple search or advanced search are both possible
3. Log in :
Create a new account and connect to your account
4. Featured postings :
Provide a brief description of available products
5. Second Cycle description
6. Partners :
Logos and link to your partners. To view the whole liste of your partner click on « Partners »
7. Share news
Share Website by social media, statistics and get informed by newsletters

Create an account on a private zone
For either user or super user an account is required. Creating an account on Second Cycle is free. Having
one account will allow you:
To search for products/materials
To contact post owners
To obtain postings to request or offer products /materials
There are two ways to create an account by Administrator or by you own:
By Administrator, please call phone number above search tools session on Welcome Page
By your own, in Log in session click on Create a free account. The user will need Administrator approval
prior to get full access to the private zone.
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Connect to my account
Please check on Log in session on right hand side of Welcome Page

1
3
4
To connect my account:
1- Go on “Log In” box on the welcome page;
2- Enter your e-mail and password;
3- Click on “Validate”.
If I forget my password:
4- Click on the link “Forgot your password?” Then provide your e-mail and a message will be sent
with a new password.
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Options to search a posting
Simple search
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1- Enter a keyword or post reference number
2- Scroll down arrow to select zone level. By default your private zone is selected
3- Click the arrow to get the result.
Search by
There are 4 ways to do an advance search just by a single click

A
A.
B.
C.
D.

B

C

D

By category
By Business sector
By Areas
By Combined
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A. Search by Category
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1- Number in brackets indicates the number of posting on each category. Click on category name to
obtain a list of available postings
2- Click on envelop icon located next to each product type to get notified of new postings by a
periodic newsletter

B. Search by Business sector
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1- Number in brackets indicates the number of posting on each business sector. Click on business
sector name to obtain a list of available postings
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2- Click on envelop icon located next to each product type to get notified of new postings by a
periodic newsletter

C. Search by Area (geographical location)

1- Number in brackets indicates number of posting on each geographical area. Click on a area name
to obtain a list of available postings
D. Search by combined
This type of search allows you to combine different criteria to obtain more specific results.
You can choose from category, business sector and areas
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3
1- Enter a keyword or post reference number, select your categories, business sectors and areas
(Use CTRL + Click for multiple selection)
2- Select a zone level (By default your private zone is selected)
3- Click on arrow to obtain results.
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Visualise a posting
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General information such as posting title, offer/request and pricing and pictures
Posting details (See “Fields posting explanation” section in this manual)
Post owner contact details.
Sharing posting
Print: display and print post
E-mail: send postings to a contact
LinkedIn: share posting on your updates and groups
Facebook: share posting on your profile, business page and groups
Twitter: share postings on your thread and hash tags
5- Only post owner can access to this menu
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Posting on your private zone
Contact Administrator. He/she can provide you with a free posting package to be used by your company.

1

2
New posting
On Welcome Page there are two places where you can start your post:
1. On tools bar Click on “Administration” and then on “My products”
2. Or by a click on “My postings” located at “My account” menu (as shown above)
On “My products” page: to create a new post, click on «add» button (as shown below by A) For further
instructions, check “edit a posting” session on this manual. Please notice that besides add button you can
visualise remaining postings that you can publish.
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Manage an existing posting
Search for a specific posting using reference number or by navigating with bottom bar;
Choose the action to perform
Edit: Change the posting
Duplicate: Create a new posting using an existing one
Delete: Remove a posting from your management interface. A form will display in order to declare
and track material flow. All data are confidential.
Declare: if you find a taker thanks to your private zone please fill out a short form by a single click
on this button. It allow you to track your material and equipment destination and a report will be
accessible to you.
Edit a posting
The following screen will be displayed in case clicking on “edit” or “add”. You can edit an existing post or
creating a new one.
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1- Fill out visible fields. If you want to publish this ad after completing information, please click on
“publish” box located right below reference number.
2- Fill no visible fields to your records. These fields are not shown on posting.
3- Save
Save and quit: The posting is saved and you get back to “my products” page
Save and continue: This option is offer to in case you want to make sure of no loosing information
in case your computer or Internet connection is no longer available. It is recommended to save
your changes from time to time.
Visible fields details
Reference number: This reference number is attributed automatically. This reference number facilitate
posting search
Zone level: a zone can be chosen on the scrolling menu to decide visibility level of this posting. Notice that
“Second Cycle” zone is accessible to massive audience (Visitors, Super Users and Users in Québec and
Ontario and there are more than 1900 Users and Super Users all together
Category: choose from the list a type of product that represents better your by-product or equipment
Business sector: select from the list a type of industry to which your company belongs to
Type: offer or wanted
Address: scroll down list and select address where this item is located
Posting title: choose a short and self-explaining title. It might be typed on both English and French.
Minimum of 5 characters.
Complete description: it provides a detailed description of material or equipment. Minimum of 50
characters. The description might be English or French.
Suggested use: it provides known uses or limitation on use
Price: 0 = free. Empty = to negotiate. Or enter your price.
Quantity/Unit: Describe the amount of available material
Frequency: Is it recurring or one shot deal?
Packaging: choose packaging from list
Visible information: To protect your confidentiality as you need. Select contact information you want to be
seen. If no information is visible, then you will be contacted by request form send to email provided
Pictures: Up to 30 pictures could be uploaded per posting. Picture is a must to attract Users attention.
Documents: Attach up to 5 documents (Technical data, MSDS, certificate, lab analysis, etc.)
Availability date: When material or equipment is available. Keep empty if available immediately.
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No visible fields (optional)
All the following information fields are optional and are not visible except for the Administrator and the Super
User that owns the posting. The Administrator and Super User that owns the posting will use them to stock
other confidential information about this product to facilitate exchanges.
Notes: text fields for confidential description
Warehouse location: for shipping purposes, describe where the material is located.
Disposal/sourcing prices: For an offer, this is the actual disposal fee. For wanted posting, this represents
price you are looking to pay.
Disposal/sourcing provider: Your actual provider for this material, used equipement etc and name of your
disposal company
Actual disposition type: Method currently used to dispose of this by-product/used equipment ex. landfilling,
incineration, waste-to-energy, composting.
Transport type: transport type used for the disposal or transport type you wish to receive the material by
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Other useful functionalities
Administration menu (tools bar)
My Address
This function offers you the possibility to add as many locations as company has to indicate storage
locations of all your used products and materials. In other words, multiple addresses can represent your
business unit, warehouse and buildings.
My packages
You can check total number of posting that you were allowed by Administrator. If you need to add more
postings please contact Administrator.
Change your password
Edit your password
Welcome page
My Account
Edit your contact information.
About/ROI (Optional and only for Québec)
Calculate return on investment (ROI) when money is saved with waste reduction.
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